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Abstract— With the event of science and technology, 

a lot of folks particularly young teenagers don't wish to 

pay a lot of attention to ancient TV programs. Today 

the challenge of ancient station is a way to attract the 

audience’s attention, thus on improve the audience 

rating of tradition TV programs. This paper proposes a 

recommendation system, which may improve audience 

rating. This method primarily contains 3 modules. 

Knowledge gathering module is liable for aggregation 

audience rating knowledge concerning TV programs on 

the web. Data processing module is liable for analyzing 

the audience ration knowledge, and finding attention-

grabbing programs that the audiences wish to look at. 

This program recommendation system is meant to 

enhance audience rating, and catch the eye of audiences. 

The system is predicated on large user knowledge and 

data processing algorithms to research the user’s 

interests. Compared with ancient recommendation 

system, it's capable for large knowledge and easier for 

station to advocate TV programs during which 

audiences have an interest, as the way to adds vitality to 

the TV trade. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

With the event of mobile web, the normal TV 
trade is facing threats and challenges. This is often as 
a result of huge knowledge is dynamic the normal 
trade. The first task of ancient TV trade is a way to 
take the advantage of massive knowledge technology. 
For ancient TV programs, audience rating is that the 
metrics whether or not the program is nice or not. 
Therefore, a way to improve the audience rating is 
Associate in nursing imperative issue for ancient TV 
programs. This paper proposes a television show 
recommendation system. The system is predicated on 
huge knowledge technology, which may 
mechanically push programs to audience in keeping 
with their hobbies. It is often wide applied to the 
program of choosing hot topic, content production, 
broadcasting, publicity. 

The recommendation system of ancient TV is 
especially supported audience rating that reflects the 
audience’s perspective towards the program. In 
China, the audience rating is tested through STB (Set-
Top-Box) that may be a device put inn users home. If 
the user watches a selected program, and therefore 
the observation time reaches a definite length of your 
time, STB can record the information. All the 
information, as well as each observation program, 
observation length of your time, observation the time, 
etc., can transfer to the server. By analyzing the 
information, the station will calculate every programs 
audience rating. However, there's a awfully huge 
shortage during this methodology, as an example, the 
small-sample knowledge are elite at random, and 
can't absolutely replicate the general audience rating 
among audience teams. Because of the information 

shortage, the suggested programs are usually not 
satisfactory of course. In general, the TV producers 
will draw up a TV schedule in keeping with their 
work expertise. However, the TV schedule might not 
have an interest by the audience, and can't bring real 
edges to station. Particularly within the era of 
massive knowledge, the normal methodology of 
constructing the TV schedule isn't reliable. 

Facing with the impact of latest media and 
therefore the web, folks aren't any longer getting info 
through observation TV. They like to look at TV 
from the web, and therefore the on-line videos. In 
nice development of the web era, we'd like a lot of 
skilled strategies to research the TV rating. This 
method is predicated on the Hadoop framework, 
which may analyze the large text knowledge from the 
network and therefore the STB. The information from 
the web, like Baidu hoarding, Sohu news, Sina 
Weibo, WeChat, and so on. Then, through the 
strategy of connexion analysis, we are able to assess 
the eye and viewership state of affairs of TV 
programs accurately, and create the TV producers 
understand the recent topics. 

II. TV PROGRAM RECOMMENDATION 

ANALYSIS 

To apply huge knowledge technology into TV 
programs recommendation, the core work is to use 
data processing analysis algorithms on the large 
information. One among the necessary things is that 
the variety of TV programs makes recommendation 
algorithms completely different. As an example, for 
news, current affairs and drama series we'd like to 
research the audience’s observation characteristic 
severally. Hence, we are able to analyze the programs 
options as follows: 1). program ratings, 2).television 
ratings, 3).program kind, 4).program broadcast time.  

III. TELEVISION SHOW RATINGS 

ANALYSIS 

The preparation work of television show ratings 
analysis is to transfer the TV programs lists 
knowledge. During this paper, we tend to use internet 
crawler to transfer the information mechanically. The 
programs lists knowledge contains fifty five channel 
TV programs. The past 3 months knowledge is 
effective for the advice system. 

There are several skilled knowledge analysis 
computer code which will facilitate U.S.A. to 
research the TV programs knowledge, and that we 
will get the results simply, like the very best ratings, 
the users play time and completely different program 
varieties. However, the most purpose of analyzing the 
programs knowledge is to dig out the hidden worth of 
that knowledge. What is more, the potential or existed 
glorious kinds of programs are suggested to 
audiences. Meanwhile, the program is reborn from 
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the idea of a product to goods, thus on higher meet 
the strain of the market and maximize the worth. 

Comparing average ratings of CCTV-1 from 
August to Gregorian calendar month in 2015, we 
discover out important distinction between the 2 
months. Ratings ar a lot of undulates in August than 
those of in Gregorian calendar month. Through 
calculation and analysis, we tend to get a result 
concerning the ratings. The result presents that 
average ratings of August is zero.0005760359, and 
average ratings is zero.002009892 in Gregorian 
calendar month. Additionally, the information charts 
of August shows those there ar high ratings on 
August two, August twenty one and August twenty 
nine. Inadvertently, currently are weekend. Then, we 
tend to do identical analysis of ratings in recent 
months. On the opposite hand, through viewing the 
play list of program that we tend to found that there's 
no obvious distinction on the list in an exceedingly 
month. Therefore, we tend to draw the conclusions 
that the weekend is that the explanation for create 
ratings increasing. For the all knowledge of ratings, 
we tend to calculate a median.  

IV. PROGRAM BROADCAST TIME 

ANALYSIS 

Whether the programs ratings are high or low, the 
data the info of information is incredibly pregnant for 
mining valuable information. Analyzing ratings of 
TV programs is incredibly valuable. Program ratings 
are all-time low at the hours of darkness of each day 
that is tormented by audiences living habits. Folks 
typically sleep at the hours of darkness. Thus, 
analyzing the time of program broadcast by data 
processing will maximize interest for station. 
Therefore, the station will get the utmost profit by 
designing. 

To study the impact of broadcast time on ratings 
(broadcast time is variable quantity, ratings depends 
variable), firstly, we'd like to place different variables 
constant, and conduct a multivariate analysis. At the 
start, we decide a sample from information. We tend 
to get a rule from the sample, and verify the opposite 
samples have this rule through victimization the data-
mining formula. 

It is clear to ascertain that the time of highest 
rating is within the amount from 19:32~23:42, the 
rating of that is over one. So as to make sure its 
regularity, we tend to verify identical form of 
information for all TV stations. {we can we can we 
are able to draw the conclusion that daily peak of TV 
ratings will seem during this amount of your time. 
therefore the amount of your time is that the best time 
for varied firms victimization ads to get peak edges. 
However, for non-satellite TV form of TV stations, 
the fundamental measure of highest rating might not 
be identical. Take CCTV-2 TV station as an example, 
it's within the amount from 18:00~20:00. 

V. TV RATINGS ANALYSIS 

For TV ratings analysis, it's essential to work 
horizontal comparison analysis of multiple TV 
ratings. If we tend to solely analyze one station, the 
content of program is single. Instead, comparison 
with different station makes it potential to pluralist. 
Thus, grasping users fascinations and needs towards 
varied types of programs, excavating any valuable 
personalized options of users, and eventually 
achieving the goal of providing a lot of targeted 

service, all of those are actual  through the method of 
comparison the distinctions between completely 
different TV stations. 

A number of variables ought to be fastened before 
analyzing program ratings on sorts of TV stations. 
This is often multivariate analysis methodology. 
Choose four hottest television system stations 
(Dragon TV, state television system, Jiangxi 

Satellite TV and Zhejiang television system from 
the information, and analyze ratings on clock time 
(19: 00-00: 00). Among the mass knowledge, solely 
the high ratings on Sat are analyzed. And sampling on 
fundamental measure with high ratings makes it a lot 
of causative to search out the gap between TV 
stations. 

It is often visually seen from bar graph in Fig. 
four that four TV ratings vary in clock time amount. 
Obviously, Dragon TV ratings are on top of those of 
TV stations, and ratings of Jiangxi television system 
is that the lowest among four TV stations listed on 
top of. Supported similar strategies, we tend to any 
analyze knowledge of television system station on the 
quarter and therefore the annual average rating. 

After processing, knowledge of average 
viewership for four television system on clock time in 
August, are shown in Table two. 

VI. PROGRAM KIND ANALYSIS 

The effective thanks to get a high rating is rely on 
the program, which whether or not it's superior or 
whether or not the content is attention-grabbing 
enough to draw in the audience. We tend to collect 
the information that will have an effect on the content 
of the program. programme recommendation system 
must crawl the network knowledge love program, like 
programs kind, name, presenters, actors, directors, 
and so on, and so analyze them in an exceedingly 
systematic method. 

To analyze the impact of program varieties on the 
ratings, we've got to cut back the impact of different 
factors on the ratings. To exclude effects of different 
external factors, we tend to specialize in analyzing 
the various kinds of programs on a channel at same 
time, like in weekend. 

By analyzing the information from July to 
Gregorian calendar month, we tend to extract ratings 
knowledge of state television system from the 
information. To boot, the program ratings knowledge 
on clock time amount of Sat is analyzed. Inside 3 
months, daily from 19:20 to 20:20, dramas are 
broadcast. From 20:20 to 22: 00, the range show, 
Happy Camp, is played. The system analysis shows 
that the common rating was zero.004811832 from 
19:35 to 20:20, which from twenty: 20 to 22:00 was 
zero.009975113. As apparent from the numeric 
worth, differing types of programs create completely 
different effects on ratings. 

Method of information mining will get the 
audiences favorite kinds of programs by large 
amounts of information. The strategy additionally 
applies to the program of hot news. As an example, 
through Baidu hoarding and a few different 
knowledge websites, we tend to capture the recent 
news printed within the intraday prime fifty of the 
ranking list. The system will screen the sensitive 
words and invalid entries, and analyze looking out 
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heat of the information. Eventually it'll show 
keywords of hot news by knowledge mental image. 

After knowledge filtering, Baidu indexes 
knowledge on Gregorian calendar month eighteen. A 
number of the information is in.The number of clicks 
is employed to calculate the word font size. Its 
conversion formula is: 

font size =(heat " min(heat))  (max( font) " min( 
font))+ 8  (1)max(heat) " min(heat) 

Where, the font size is the Word Cloud s font size. 
The heat is the current term of clicks. The min (heat) 
and the max (heat) are respectively minimum and 
maximum clicks in 50 entries. The min (font) and 
therefore the max(font) are the minimum, most font 
size settings severally. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In summary, there are errors of program ratings in 
ancient recommendation system, and therefore the 
television show list is tormented by human feeling 
moreover. Our television show suggested system 
supported huge knowledge moderately provides 
resolution to those drawbacks. In keeping with the 
mass knowledge collected and multi-dimensional 
analysis, we are able to notice the foremost helpful 
TV broadcast programmed, and find out the recent 
topics. On the premise of this paper, any work on 
careful knowledge of audience’s behavior is often 
carried on. 
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